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DIGEST

One of the major limitations on the useful speed of sound-projector domes

is the noise created by the flow about the dome. There are two sources of such noise;

cavitation and eddying.

When the pressure distribution about a body is known, the cavitation speed

for any given submergence can be readily computed as the speed at which the minima

pressure becomes equal to the vapor pressure of water. Calculations of the pressure

distributions about families of ellipsoids and elliptical cylinders and several ais-

cellaneous cylinders and struts ar made by means of the potential theory. Comper-

ison of the cavitation speeds for these forms with the cavitation speeds calculated

from experimental pressure distribution curves for certain symetrical airfoils and

airship forms produced the following results:

1. Bodies of revolution are greatly superior, as regaa cavitation, to cylin-

drical bodies.

2. The elliptical shapes are much superior to the more highly streamlined forms

for both two- and three-dimeimsal forms.

The elliptical form sufferm from the disadvantages of high dfag and poor

eddying characteristics. For this reason, a family of shapes, known as the TI

forms, was designed, each consisting of an elliptical forebody and a streamlined tail,

thereby combining the advantages of both forms. The generalized coordinates of these

forms are given in Table 1 on pge 7 of this report.
line models of various existing and proposed sound domes were teted in the

24-inch variable pressure water tunnel to determine their cavitation speeds. These

included seven "necked" domes, namely, VEA-1, JK-9, British, 3A78MBA, lU-l, -3
and -4, and two strut-type domes, 1A-I StM and I-2. The TO domes were all

based on the IIS form previously mentioned. Outline drawings of the dme are show

in Figure 5 on pages 8 and 9, photographs of the various staes of cavitation ane

shown in Figures 7 to 15 on pages 11 to 15, and the major characteristics and the test

results are listed in Table 2 on page 10. The main conclusions deduced from these

tests say be sumed up as follows:

1. Too short a neck causes interference between neck ead body with onsequent

cavitation at the junction, as was shown by the results on 1W-1 and U-3. Ihe
minimm length of seek should be about one diameter of the body.

2. The length-thickness ratio of the neek met be such greater than the length-

diameter ratio of the bod. ?hi Is shown by the early cavitation on the necks of

VIA- and R-9 as compared to the body cavitation, and is in agreement with the pr-

viously noted theoretical oanclulan on the superiority of thve-imnsiomal over

two-dimensional forms.



3. The TWB forms are distinctly superior as regards cavitation to any of the

other form for like length-thickness or length-diameter ratios.

4. The strut forms cavitate at higher speeds than indicated by the calculations,
because the flow is more nearly three- than two-dimnsional owing to the short length

of the struts.

Confirmation of these results in obtained by comparison with previous tests

of 12 strut form in the ACA high-speed basin, see reference (5) on page 18 of this
report. The three struts which gave the highest cavitation speed# are very similar
to the To form.

The test data on the British dome and the calculations on the old type of

spherical dome indicate that the cavitation speed. are considerably higher than the
limiting service speeds in both cues. The causes of failure of these domes is prob-

ably noise due to excessive eddying flow known to exist about bodies of low length-
diameter ratio.

Observations of the flow separation on the British and TUB-I forms were

made during the water-tunnel tests by streamers mounted on the form. Separation
occurred much farther aft on the T-I form, so that the area of violent eddying

flow is much smaller and also farther from the sound projector than on the British
form. The TB form therefore offers the possibility of considerable reduction of
eddying noise in addition to reduction of cavitation noise.

•~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ i 14mlmmm 
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CALCU-ATED AND OBSERVED SPFD OF CAVITATION ABOUT

TWO- AND THREE-DIMSICNAL BODIES IN WATER

ABSTRACT
The computed cavitation speeds for a wide variety of two- and three-dimen-

simal body forms are presented, together with the observed cavitation speeda of nine

model sound-projector doses tested in the 24-inch variable pressure water tunnel of

the David W. Taylor Model Basin.
One of the most interesting and important findings of the theoretical inves-

tigation is the fact that an elliptical shape for either a two- or a three imensional
body has the highest cavitation speed of all the shapes calculated. Conventional

streamlined forms have relatively low cavitation speeds.

A body form was developed at the Taylor Model Basin designed to utilize the
high cavitation speed of the ellipse and to retain the low drag characteristics of the

streamlined fore. Models based on this form gave the highest cavitation speeds of any

observed in the test program. Cavitation on sound-projector domes may be avoided,

throughout the speed range of the fastest vessels, by the proper choice of fore and

length-diameter ratio.
'N

INTBODCTICU
Underwater listening devices and somd projectors used by naval vessels in

locating the position of an eneq ship or submarine are limited in their useful speed
range by the existence of reverberation effects in the water, by the background noises

generated by the hull of the ship passing through the water, by the ship's own propel-

ler noises and by the noises set up in the flow about the bodies in which the sound

devices are housed. Only the background noises set up about the sound domes them-

selves are discussed in this report. These are of major importance because of the

fact that the origin of the noises is in such close proximity to the sound receiver.

The early type of spherical dome, in use in the United States Navy, could be used ef-

fectively only at speeds below 15 knots and was entirely useless at speeds above 18

knots. The improved type of strealined dome developed In In-land increased the use-
ful speed range to about 20 to U knots. Above this speed the signals ware obscured
by the water noises about the sound dome, and by the ship and propeller noises.

There are two known so r es of water Maifs arising about a body soying

throug a fluid. These are cavitation and edying. Although the importance of cavi-

tation noise has long been recognised, very little information exists as to the speeds
at which it may be expected to occur about bodieas of different form. Even less is

knom about eddying or vortex noises, i.e., noises arising from the separation of the

flo from the after portion of the body and the resulting violent eddying or 'burb-
11"." Vortex noises hae been measured, however, in aerofmnaic research (1).*

eocase of the similarity of flow in water and in air it my be concluded that the

Winbmere Is psr..whem ILeate referaee as pop 1 td ofi Wewpmt
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vortex noises may be of importance in the flow of water about sound domes. Later in

this report it will be shown that some of the existing sound-projector domes become

ineffective before the cavitation speeds of the domes have been reached, and it fol-

lows that the noises responsible for their failure probably arise from some source

other than cavitation.

CMPUTED CAVITATION SPEED
The speed at which cavitation should occur about any shape of body may be

computed provided the pressure distribution about the body is known. Cavitation is

known to occur when the pressure in the flow is reduced to the vapor pressure of the

liquid. For all practical purposes this may be considered the point at which the

pressure in the flow becomes absolute zero. For sea water, the error due to this

assumption is small because of the small magnitude of the vapor pressure.

From Bernoulli's equation it may be shown that the speed for cavitation (2),

where g is the acceleration of gravity

h is the head of water in feet, absolute

(P/q)m,1 is the value of ratio of the minimum pressure about the body to the

dynamic pressure in the stream, disregarding the negative sign

q - pV 2 where p is the mass density in slugs per cubic foot and V is the
2

velocity in feet per second.

The pressure distributions about bodies of various shapes may be computed

from the potential theory of flow. The minimum pressures about a family of ellipsoids

and about a family of elliptical cylinders may be computed by the method of ahm (3).

Pressures about a family of struts and other miscellaneous cylinders may be computed

by the method of Theodorsen (4). The cavitation speeds for Joukowski symmetrical air-

foils and for airship forms my be computed from experimental curves of pressure dis-

tribution.

After these calculations had been made for the bodies to which the methods

applied, the cavitation speeds were computed, for the minimum pressures yielded by

these calculations, by means of the equation given previously.

The cross sections of the bodies investigated are shown in Figure 1, page 3,

and the cavitation speeds are plotted in Figure 2, pee 5, against the length-diameter

and the length-thickness ratios, respectively, for the bodies of revolution and for

the cylinders.

Several interesting facts are imediately apparent upon an inspection of

this chart. The first observation is the very geat superiority, as regards cavita-

tio, of the bodies of revolution over the cylindrical bodies. This was to be expected

from the fact that the velocities about bodies of revolution are much less than those
about two-dimensional form. The second somewhat surprising fact observed is that the
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elliptical shapes for both the three- and the two-dimensional forms are much superior

to the corresponding types of more highly streamlined forms such as the airships and
airfoils.

In Figure 3 are presented the cavitation speeds calculated for five oval

sections of the type zx a c (1 - yR)* It will be noted that when n is 2.0 this is

the equation of an ellipse; when n is less than 2.0 the oval has a sharper nose than

the ellipse and when n is greater than 2.0 the oval has a blunter form than the el-

lipse. The cavitation speeds presented in Figure 3 are plotted against the value of

the exponent n and show a maximum for the value of 2.0. This indicates that the el-

lipse is the best oval shape, of this type, in regard to cavitation speed.

The reason for this may be seen by a comparison of the pressure diagrams of

the ellipse and two adjacent ovals shown in Figure 4. The half sections of these

bodies are also shown, plotted from the same origin of axes, for comparison. The

pressure diagram of the narrow oval xz"" 14.7 (1 - y'*6) is typical of all of the ovals

which have a narrower entrance than the ellipse, and shows a minimum pressure at the

midpoint of the body, as does the ellipse, but has a greater negative pressure than

the ellipse. The narrower the entrance, the greater the negative pressure. For bod-

ies blunter than the ellipse, illustrated by the oval zx' 6 - 88.2 (1 - y2 6), the mini-

sun pressure no longer occurs at the midpoint of the body but shifts forward, and

again the negative pressure becomes greater than that of the ellipse and increases

with increasing bluntness.

The broken curve in Figure 2 gives the cavitation speeds for a family of TD

cylinders. The cross sections of these cylinders were selected to combine the advan-

tages of the elliptical cylinder in deferring cavitation, and those of a streamlined

form in deferrinig separation and reducing drag. This form was developed to make use

of the high cavitating speed of the ellipse and the low resistance and reduced eddying

flow characteristics of a streamlined form. Sections e and f, Figure 1, show the form

of this body for two values of the length-thickness ratio, and the generalized coordi-

nates are given in Table 1. The designs of the TUB model sound domes, the tests of

which are iresented in the following section, were all based on this form.

MODELS AND TEST APPARATUS
Nine models of sound-projector domes were tested in the 24-inch variable

pressure water tunnel f the Taylor Model Basin to determine their speeds of cavita-

tion. Five of the models, namely, lEA-I, lEA-1 Strut, .3-9, British, and RA7SF2O8A,

as shown in Figure 5, were tested at the request of the Naval Research Laboratory.

Four other models, designed at the Taylor Model Basin and all based on the 71B form

a Thea. equetlons, for fractional values of the exponento may not be solved, except in the first
quadrant, without the introduction of complex numbers. For the purposes of this report the ordinates
were computed for the first quadrant only and these ordinates were then replotted in the other three
quadrants asmaing that the bodies were nmtioal about both the a end 9 axes.

InniiD in{i
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Figure 2 - Calculated Cavitation Speeds for Various Bodies
of Revolution and Cylinders

The lower case letters in circles refer to the body shapes abow In Figure 1.

mentioned in the previous paragraph, were included in the tests. These are shown in
Figure 5 and are designated as TMB-1, TMB-2, TMB-3, and TMB-4. The model TB-1 has

the same length and diameter as the British form and the same length-diameter ratio
as 31-9. TMB-2 is a short strut section. TMB-3 has the same body as TW-1 but has a
supporting neck with higher length-thickness ratio than that model. 11M-4 has the
same length and diameter as the Naval Research Laboratory Model RA78F208A. Table 2
presents in condensed form the general characteristics of all the forms.

The models were mounted in the water tunnel jet on a horizontal brass plate,
to simulate the hull of a ship, as shown in Figure 6.

In testing a model the water speed was gradually raised while observing the
model with an interrupted-light-type stroboscope. By use of the stroboscope the in-

itial speed and location at which cavitation bubbles appeared could be accurately ob-
tained. The speed was then further increased and the manner in which the cavitation
progressed was noted. This was continued until all parts of the model showed heavy
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Figure 4 - Comparison of Pressure Distribution about Three Ovals
for Length-Thickness Ratio of 6.0

cavitation. The initial cavitation speeds were checked for several values of total

water pressure in the tunnel (submergence head plus equivalent atmospheric head on,

the free water surface). Photographs were taken of each model at various stages of

cavitation.

Corrections were applied to the speeds for the slight difference in head

caused by the difference in vertical length of the supporting struts of the models.

The test results showed very little scale effect with the exception of

Model RA78F208A which showed a slightly higher speed of cavitation with increasing

Reynolds number. The Reynolds number of the tests ranged from 4.3 x 106, for the

British dome, to 8.3 x 106, for the TMB-4. The speeds at which the tests were con-

Kto
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TABLE 1
Offsets for TMB Struts and Bodies

L D L D

0 0 0.800 0.3260

0.005 0.0756 0.850 0.2749

0.010 0.1064 0.900 0.2170

0.020 0.1498 0.930 0.1778

0.040 0.2092 0.950 0.1480

0.070 0.2717 0.970 0.1129

0.100 0.3186 0.990 0.0642

0.150 0.3774 1.000 0

0.200 0.4204

0.250 0.4522

0.300 0.4750

0.350 0.4902

0.400 0.4983

0.450 0.4997 N

0.500 0.4946

0.550 0.4830

0.600 0.4647

0.650 0.4399 -o- L

0.700 0.4085

0.750 0.3705

L is the overall length and D is the maximum thickness or diameter.
For the bottoms of the struts use the value of W as radius at each station.

_le nose radius is 0.5732 D2 /L, the tail radius 0.2027 D2 /L.
Volume of body of revolution - V = 0.474 LD2 .
Center of gravity of body of revolution - z = 0.461 L.
Area of section of a strut - A = 0.746 LD.
Moment of inertia of area of section about longitudinal axis - I = 0.04485 LD 3 .

Section modulus - I/C = 0.0897 LD 2 .

ducted were high enough so that the effect of surface tension on the formation of

cavities was probably negligible. In any event the results of the tests are an ac-

c,y-ate indication of the relative resistance to cavitation of tne various Corms.

There may be some uncertainty as to the quantitative accuracy of the full-scale

speeds predicted.
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TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photographs of the models for Model Suporting Plate

various stages of cavitation are present-
ed in Figures 7 to 15 inclusive. The in-
itial cavitation speeds for all the mod-0
els are presented In Table 2 and are
shown graphically' in Figures 16 and 17,kV A
page 15. The bodies of the domes are
compared in Figure 16 and the supportinig
struts, known as necks, are compared in-
Figure 17. The calculated curves for the
ellipsoids, the elliptical cylinders, the
TME cylinders, and the Joukowaki strutofFw
sections are included for comparison.

It should be noted that the
calculations for the cylinders were based
on the assumption of an infinite length,
i.e., on a two-dimensional flow, and that Observation Part

the interference flow betweten-the bodies Figure 6 - Method of Mounting Model
and the struts wse neglected, so that Sound Dones in the Water Tunnel
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TABLE 2

Initial Cavitation Speeds and Various Physical Characteristics

of the Model Sound-Projector Domes tested in the

Variable Pressure Water Tunnel

Initial
Ds atn NI Cavitation Speed Model

De ation DD Scale
Body Neck DBody k Neck

tEA-1 3.16 2.53 1.96 60.0 32.1 0.351

TMB-I 2.49 5.00 0.614 53.0 38 0.219

J11-9 2.53 1.00 0.905 43.5 21.0 0.283

British 2.49 2.45 0.612 38.5 29.0 0.219

RA78F208A 4.43 4.43 1.715 56.0 39.8 0.279

TMB-3 2.49 6.83 0.614 51.4 4351.4 0.219

TMB-4 4.43 6.00 1.715 75.0 48.7 0.279

WEA-I
Strut 3.18 - - 39.1 0.392

TMB-2
Strut 5.00 - 53.4 0.249

* See the diagram with Table 1.

inception of cavitation first appeared at the Junction of body and neck several
knots below the speed at which the neck itself started cavitating.

t The speeds given here and in the photographs following are full-scale ship speeds.

exact agreement between the calculated and observed results cannot be expected. The

close agreement shown on Figure 17 between the calculated and the observed speeds of

cavitation for the circular cylinder of the neck of the J.-9 model and the elliptical

neck of the WEA-1 model, for example, simply indicates that the body interference is

sufficient to offset the finite vertical lengths of these struts. More severe cases

of body interference are shown by the photographs of the initial cavitation about the

models TMB-1 and TMB-3, on Figures 13 and 14, page 14. The initial cavitation occurs

at the junction of the neck and the body on these models, at speeds several knots

below that at which cavitation begins on the necks proper. This is because of the

extremely short vertical distance, 0.63 body diameters, between the plate simulating

the hull of the ship, and the short, full body of this dome. A comparison of the

neck length of these models with those of Models J]7-9, and WEA-1, whose neck lengths

are 90 per cent and 196 per cent of the body diameters respectively, and which showed

no interference of this type, indicates that the minimum vertical neck length of mod-

els of this type should be about one diameter of the body.
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Initial Cavithtion on Neck at 39.6 knots Moderate Cavitation on Neck at 50.3 knots

t"4
Initial Covitbtion on Body at 60.4 knots Heavy Cavitation on Neck and Body

at 68.7 knots

Figure 7 - Various Stages of Cavitation on Sound Dome Model RA78F208A

In general the length-thickness ratio for the supporting struts is required

to be much greater than the length-diameter ratio of the body for the same initial

cavitation speed. Models %A-1 and JK-9 are good examples of the case in which a good

body form has been spoiled by using a poor choice of supporting strut. The WEA-I body
showed no cavitation until it reached the high speed of 60 knots, but it was supported

by a strut of low fineness ratio which started cavitating at only 32 knots. Similarly

the body of Model JK-9 started cavitating at 43 knots while the cylindrical neck cavi-
tated at the low speed of 21 knots.

The importance of the length-thickness ratio of the neck is again shown by
a comparison of the initial cavitation speeds of the TUB-i and THB-3 models. The
bodies of these domes are identical; the only difference between them is the length-

thickness ratios of the supporting struts, 5.0 for TB-i and 6.8 for TMB-3. The in-
itial speed for cavitation was raised from 38.5 knots for the TMB-I, to 43.7 knots

for the TMB-3.
The effect of the shape of the body may be observed by comparing the cavi-

tation speeds of the bodies of the three Models TMB-i, JK-9, and the British model,

Ai
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Initial Cavitation on Neck at 29.2 knots Initial Cavitation on Boiy at 38.8 knots

. Figure 8 - Various Stages of
Cavitation of British

Sound Dome Model

Heavy Cavitation on Neck, Noderate
on Body at 49.1 knots

Initial Cavitation on Neck at 21.0 knots Moderate Cavitation on Neck at 27.5 knots

1Figure 9 - Various Stages of
Cavitation on Sound Dome

Model JK-9

Initial Cavitation on Body at 4A.8 knots
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Initial Cavitation at 39.1 knots Moderate Cavitation at 43.8 knots

Figure 10 - Various Stages cf Cavitation on Strut Model WEA-1

Initial Cavitation at 53.4 knota Heavy Cavitation at 66.. knots

Figure 11 - Various Stages of Cavitation on Strut Model TMB-2

Initial Cavitation an Mack at 32.4 knots Light Cavitation on Nock at 38.5 knots

Reavy Cavitation on Mack at 50.4 knots Initial Cavitation on Body at 60.2 knots

Figure 12 - Various Stages of Cavitation on Sound Dome Model WEA-1
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Initial Cavitation at Junction of Neck Initial Cavitation or Neck Proper
and Body at 38.5 knots at 42.6 knots

Heavy Cavitation cc Body and Neck
Initial Cavitation on Body at 52.6 knots at 60.1 knots

Figure 13 - Various Stages of Cavitation on Sound Dome Model TMB-1

Initial Cavitation at Junction of Neck Initial Cavitation on Neck Proper
and Body at ".2 knots and In Body at 51. knots

Figure 14 - Various Stages of
Cavitation on the Sound

Done Model IUB-3

Heavy Cavitation on Neck aid Body at 63.6 knots

1. - 0

I.-- .., ' ,.. , " ........ .
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In~itial. Cavitation on Neck at 48.7 knots Heavy Cavitation on Neck at b9.8 knots

Figure 15 - Various Stages of Cavitation on Sound Dome Model TMB-h

I00 T Ellp90d Elliptical Cylinders

(Calculated) (acltd

9- r 80

o TMO-4 I ~(Calculated)

S TMB-2 Strut , 7mB-~6O WEA-I 1 0C X~ __

oRA78F20SA (NACA) SmerclArol
50 MB-ITB-

eJK9 aRA78F208A

cn Spe -- Experimental Pressures Y)I r-xeitnaPesus{PW - Clculat ed Pressures 1Circular Cylinder

201I - Calculated Plessures
1 3 5 7 9 1 I 3 1

Length-Diameter Ratio LLength -Thickness Ratio

Figure 16 - Comparison of Cavitation Figure 17 - Comparison of Cavitation
Speeds of Sound Domes Speeds of Necks of Sound Domes and

of the Strut Model Sound Domes

as indicated on Figure 16. These all have approximately the same length-diameter
ratio so that any differences in the cavitation speeds may be attributed to differ-
ences in shape. The initial cavitation speed of the TMB-1 model was 52.5 knots,

slightly below the curve for the ellipsoids; the JK-9 model cavitated at 43.5 knots,
and the British form at 38.5 knots, 14 knots below that of TMB-1 model. The effect
of shape is shown further by comparison between Models TMdB-4 and RA78F208A, which
also have the same length-diameter ratio for the bodies and necks.
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The relatively poor showing of the PA78F20 model is probably caused by
the inflection in the curve of its cross section and its extremely fine shape at the
stem. This shape is somewhat impractical because of the danger of damage to the
long, thin after portion in handling.

The cavitation speeds of the VIA-i and T1'B-2 strut models are given in
Table 2 and are plotted in Figure 17 on the same chart with the results for the necks
of the other sound doms. The speeds for both lie above the curve calculated for the
elliptic cylinders. The reason for this is that the vertical length of the struts is
so small that the flow about them is not two-dimensional as it was assumed to be for
the calculations but approaches that of a body of revolution.

In general the test results confirm the prediction of the calculations that
the TIO forms, for the same length-diameter or length-thickness ratio, will give high-
er speeds of cavitation than the other models tested.

The data presented in Figures 16 and 17 show that the old spherical sound-
projector dome and the British dome are not cavitating at the limiting service speeds
of these bodies. The curve for the ellipsoids, Figure 16, for length-diameter ratio
LID 1.0, shows that the sphere should not cavitate until it reaches a speed of 29
knots, and the curve for elliptical cylinders, LIT = 1.0, Figure 17, shows that cay-

Figure 18 - Comparison of '11 Form with that of Model 9
Reference (5) for Length-Thickness Ratio of 4.0

itation should not occur on the cylindrical neck at speeds less than 21 inots. In
full-scale trials, however, this dome became inoperative at speeds of only 16 to 18
knots. Similarly the present tests of the British model showed that the body did not
cavitats under 42 knots and the neck under 29 knots while in the full-scale trials
this doe became too noisy to use above 20 to 24 knots. The cause of the failure of
these domes then appears to be something other than the cavitation noise. It is prob-
able that the origin of the noise causing the failure of these domes is the violent
eddying of the flow that is known to exist about bodies of low length-diameter ratio.

Raferenae (5) present the results of the tests of 12 strut forms conducted
in the lACA hIig-sped basin at the request of the Taylor Model Basin. Three of
these, Models 7, 8, and 9, were very similar to the T13 forms. Model 9 is compared
to the TO1 form of the amse lngth-diameter ratio in Figure 18. The forepart of the
strut is almost identical but the tail of Model 9 comes to a point instead of being
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rounded as in the case of the TUB model. The test results as presented in Figure 21
of Reference (5) indicate that Models 7, 8, and 9 give the highest cavitation speeds

of all those tested. This agrees with what might be expected from the calculated re-
sults presented in Figure 2 of the present report.

OBSERVATION OF SEPARATION OF FLOW
Observations of the flow about the sterns of two of the models, TUB-I and

the British model, were made by gluing streamers of linen thread to the sides of the
afterbodies at intervals of one inch; these streamers were free to Oweather-vane*
about the end glued to the surface. They indicated the region of separation or the

inception of eddying flow by a violent whipping about and by reversing their direc-
tion in the region of well developed eddies.

The inception of separation on the British model occurred about four inches
from the stern while that on the TUB-i occurred at 1 1/2 inch from the stom, Figure
19. A comparison of the areas of cross section of the two models at these two points
shows that the area of disturbance on the British model is 7.4 times that of TMB-i

and the distance of the inception of separation from the location of the sound project-
or would be approximately 1.8 times as great for TMB-i as for the British form.

!&

Figure 19 - Comparison of Areas of Section at Separation Point

of Two Sound Projector Domes

Separation o esatiated to ocer at Um Sootios A-A an the two form.

If it is assumed that the intensity of the eddying noise varies directly as the area
of the disturbance aid inversely as the aquatre of its distance from the sound re-
ceiver, then the WO-1 dom would have only about 1/24 of the eddying noise of the

British form.

(MKCISIONS

1. One of the most interesting and ost important findings of the theoretical

investigation is the fact that the elliptical shape for either a two- or a three-
diensional body has the highest cavitating speed of all the shapes investigated.
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2. The calculations of the cavitation speeds and the test results presented in
this report indicate that cavitation noises may be completely eliminated about a sound
dom, within the speed range of the fastest vessels, by the proper choice of form and
length-diameter ratio of the body. In general the length-diameter ratio of a body of
revolution should be not less than 3.5, and that of a cylinder or strut should be not
less than 4.0. Shorter bodies than these will give excessive resistance and greater
noise because of the separation of flow and the resulting eddying motion about the
stern of the body.

3. The TB form will cavitate at higher speeds than the conventional strea-

lined forms and will have considerably less resistance and less eddying noise than
the elliptical form.

4. Som existing sound domes become inoperative before cavitation speeds are
reached, which indicates that the noise resulting in the failure of the domes has
some origin other than cavitation. The origin of these noises is probably in the

iolent eddying flow on the after portion of these bodies which have low length-
diameter ratios. Further research on large-scale domes, in which sound measurements

are to be jade, is in progress.

5. The data presented herein should be useful in the general design of struts
wherever it is desired to avoid cavitation.
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